
ABSTRACT
We audited a total of 1233 patients
scheduled for elective cataract extraction
or trabeculectomy using peri-bulbar
anaesthesia. A bolus of propofol provided
sedation to cover insertion of the block.
During an initial two-year period we
collected data on the amount of propofol
used to sedate 481 patients. Multiple
linear regression analysis was then used to
obtain an equation to link the dose used to
age and weight in those who were
adequately sedated. The dose of propofol
in milligrams was calculated as 56 + 0.25 x
weight (kg) - 0.53 x age (yrs). We
subsequently assessed the effectiveness of
this formula at abolishing recall of the
injections whilst not compromising the
airway on a further 752 patients. This
simple regime was effective at abolishing
recall of the block in 78.6% of the patients
studied and avoids the cost and logistic
implications of more complicated drug
delivery systems. Use of the formula does
not significantly alter the incidence of
recall compared to sedation provided by
an experienced ophthalmic anaesthetist.
We hope it will provide a guide for more
junior anaesthetists to obtain the
satisfactory sedation level that comes with
experience.
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Introduction
Ophthalmic surgery using peri-bulbar local
anaesthesia is a well-established practice.
Many methods of sedation have been tried
to reduce patient anxiety and improve
acceptance of the technique, however these
often increase the risks of oxygen
desaturation (1), sudden movement with
disorientation on wakening and ocular field
movement during surgery (2). Propofol has
been shown to reduce intraocular pressure
(3) and reduce patient recall following peri-
bulbar injections (4). Since the duration of
action is shorter than many other sedative
agents, it is also likely that there would be a
faster return to “street fitness”. We audited
our routine practice to find the optimal
single bolus dose of propofol that prevented
recall without causing excessive sedation
then assessed it prospectively.

Methods
Stage 1: Analysis Stage (Group A)
We collected data on 481 patients
scheduled for elective cataract extraction or
trabeculectomy using peri-bulbar
anaesthesia and propofol sedation. All
patients gave fully informed written consent
for the surgical procedure and sedation.
Monitoring consisted of continuous pulse
oximetry with non-invasive blood pressure
measurements at the beginning and at the
end of the procedure in accordance with
routine practice. Intravenous access was
obtained and 0.5% proxymetacaine eye
drops instilled.The patient was then given a
bolus injection of propofol at a dose based
on the clinical judgement of an experienced
ophthalmic anaesthetist. After 2-3 minutes
a standard transcutaneous peribulbar block
was performed. This was administered as a
3-4ml infra-temporal injection followed by
a 2-3ml supero-medial injection using a
local anaesthetic mixture with final
concentrations of lignocaine 2%,
bupivacaine 0.25%, adrenaline 1:200,000
and hyaluronidase 15i.u./ml. The blocks
took 60-90 seconds to complete. Oxygen
saturation prior to sedation, the lowest level
reached during the block, age and weight
were recorded. The block was tested for
adequacy after 10 minutes. At this time the
patient was asked “Do you remember me
putting a needle into you?” Those who did
were then asked, “Where did I put it?”
Sedation was graded either: a. Inadequate
(patient recall); b. Good (no recall); c.
Excessive (no recall but some form of
airway support required).

Stage 2: Prospective Stage (Group P)
We collected data on a further 752 patients
scheduled for elective trabeculectomy or
cataract extraction under peribulbar
anaesthesia. The propofol dose
administered for sedation was calculated on
the basis of the patients’ age and weight
according to the formula obtained in stage
1.The remainder of the methodology was as
described above.

Statistical Analysis
Statistical analysis was performed using
Microsoft Excel 5.0 multiple linear
regression analysis software running on a
personal computer. Using the data from the
group of patients with no recall, a formula
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for the optimal propofol dose was obtained
based on age and weight.

Results
Patient demographics are shown in table 1.
During the analysis stage 21.3% (n=102) of
patients had recall of the block, 78.1%
(n=376) no recall and 0.6% (n=3) were
excessively sedated. Multiple regression
analysis of the successful cases from stage 1
provided the equation: propofol dose
(mg) = 56mg + (weight x 0.25) - (age x
0.53) where weight is expressed in
kilograms and age in years. Ninety-five
percent confidence intervals for the
coefficients and constant were: weight 0.20
to 0.30, age -0.45 to 0.60 and intercept 48
to 64. Analysis of the patient group with
recall produced similar results. During the
prospective stage 21.1% (n=159) had
recall, 78.6% (n=591) no recall and 0.3%
(n=2) were excessively sedated. Grimacing,
movement or vocalisation during the block
did not correlate with patient recall. The
commonest reply to the question regarding
“where did I put the needle?” was “In my
hand”, recalling venous cannulation rather
than the peri-bulbar block.

Airway support (chin lift) was required in
0.6% patients from group A (n=3) and
0.3% patients from group P (n=2). No
other airway intervention was needed in 4 of
these 5 patients. Oxygen was immediately
available but only needed in one patient due
to hypoxia. No patients with inadequate
sedation had oxygen saturation lower than
90% at any time during the block.Transient
oxygen desaturation (<90% for less than 60
secs) in the group with adequate sedation
was recorded in 2.9% of group A patients
(n=14) and 2.3% group P patients (n=17).
Only 1.2% of patients (n=15) in total had a
reduction in oxygen saturation of greater
than 8% from pre-sedation values; one third
of these occurred in the group with pre-
sedation values already below 92%. Of the
1233 patients studied, 9% (n=111) had
greater than 4% reduction in oxygen
saturation following the propofol bolus.The
inadequately sedated group contained both
a greater percentage of males, and a greater
proportion of the younger patients in both
the analysis and validation groups. There
were no differences between the two groups
regarding the timings of eye drops, sedation
or needle insertion and removal.

Discussion
When explaining the technique of
ophthalmic surgery under local anaesthesia
to patients they are often anxious about the
thought of needle infiltration near the eyes,
and it is therefore common practice to use
some form of sedation. Midazolam (4),
ketamine (5), alfentanil (6,7), methohexital
(4,6,8) and propofol (4,9) have all been

used for this purpose with little to choose
between them in terms of patient recall,
sedation and postoperative amnesia (4).
With the exception of propofol, they can all
produce prolonged sedation, which can lead
to patients falling asleep during surgery
with sudden movement upon wakening.
Propofol has a shorter sedative end-point
and avoids intra-operative somnolence.
There is also some evidence that there is a
reduced incidence of postoperative nausea
and vomiting (10), lower intraocular
pressure (3) and earlier readiness for
discharge (4). Recently the use of patient
controlled sedation with propofol (11,12)
or midazolam (12) during surgery has been
shown to improve patient satisfaction with
no difference in the incidence of
perioperative complications. There is
evidence that patients find simple
premedication with temazepam and
metoclopramide as acceptable for anxiolysis
as intravenous sedation with either propofol
or midazolam (2) but this does not abolish
recall. Studies using patient controlled
sedation with propofol show that 50% of
the total administered dose is given prior to
the peribulbar block being performed and
most of the remainder at the beginning of
surgery (12). We suggest that a single dose
of propofol prior to administering the block
can achieve the goal of improving patient
acceptance through reduced recall. This is
particularly important when patients are
likely to need to return for surgery on the
other eye. The incidence of non-recall is
acceptable compared to other studies
although in retrospect we could have also
assessed patient satisfaction and graded the
degree of recall, since not all recall may have
been unpleasant. Whilst using the formula
has not significantly altered the incidence of
recall, its use by more inexperienced
anaesthetists may allow them to obtain the
satisfactory levels of sedation which the
experienced anaesthetist can produce
through good judgement. Our technique
also avoids the problems associated with
longer-acting sedatives and the cost
implications of patient-controlled infusion
devices. Supplemental oxygen should be
given through nasal cannulae to those
patients with pre-sedation oxygen
saturation of 94% or less.

More males seem to be recalling the block
suggesting that they are being under-
sedated.We have analysed the data from the
prospective group and repeated the multiple
regression analysis on the adequately
sedated patients after subdividing them by
sex. Two different equations are produced
which give the males a different dose of
propofol:

Male dose  (mg) = 70 + 0.21x weight - 0.65x age
Female dose (mg) = 71 + 0.29x weight - 0.74x age
However, we have not formally assessed

these new formulae in clinical practice.
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Indeed, using these formulae on computer
generated male patients, they do not always
receive higher doses than females as would
be expected from our prospective data.
There is also the potential for a greater
incidence of excessive sedation and airway
compromise from increased doses of
propofol with perhaps only a small decrease
in patient recall. Since some anaesthetists
avoid sedation altogether, for the reasons
discussed earlier, we feel that our non-recall
rate of almost 80% is acceptable and
introduction of sex related, more
complicated formulae would only detract
from this simple technique.

In summary, we have devised a simple
formula for a single bolus propofol technique
to reduce recall during insertion of a
peribulbar block. For clinical use this could
be simplified to 56mg + (0.25x weight) -
(0.5x age).We have prospectively assessed its
effectiveness and safety on a total of 752
patients with minimal morbidity.
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Table 1. Demographic data

Analysis Group (A) Prospective group (P)
(n=481) (n=752)

Sedation Inadequate Good Inadequate Good
(%) 21.3 78.1 21.1 78.7

Male/Female (%) 45:55 34:66 48:52 34:66
Weight (kg)* 70 (15) 68 (15) 72 (13.5) 68 (15)
Age (yrs)* 74 (8.3) 76 (9.5) 74 (10) 78 (9.1)

*Results expressed as mean (standard deviation)
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